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The Origin of Sanskrit letters 

(I) As per Kashmir Shaivism 

In Shaiva Sutras, there are three sutras (aphorisms) which deal with 

this subject -

(1) ^TRTf^n^ TTT^^ (1-4) 

It is the (un-understood) Mother (power of sound) inherent in the 

letters that is the basis of the limited knowledge. 

(2) (rR?TT̂  ^ § R̂TTTRT) -

i1l<^+M*^«rî S (II-7) 

(From a Guru who is pleased) comes enlightenment regarding the 

group of letters. 

(3) <=h=l̂ l[R̂  Tn%Ŵ T̂f?ns TgTTTcRg (III-19) 

Maaheshwari and others, who have their field of operation in Ka (^) 

and other groups of letters, are the mothers of beasts (beings under 

limitations). 

•Hiq=M (Maatrukaa) is derived from the word ^n^ (Maatru) to which 

a suffix ^ (ka) is added. This suffix, as per Kashmir Shavism, conveys the 

idea that the word to which it is attached is not properly known. Hence 

•Hiq=M (Maatrukaa) is the mother which is not known. 

Maatrukaas are the subtle forms of the gross letters and their essential 

nature. When they are not properly understood, they impel human beings 

towards worldly activities. When these Maatrukaas are properly 

understood, they lead to self-realisation. 



Aphorism II-7 has an introduction - "From a Guru who is pleased." 

To become enlighted about the •Hiq̂M "^ (group of letters) one should 

approach a Guru. Then the aphorism says that the Guru will enlighten the 

student about the letters. 

In Kashmir Shaivism, the letters of Sanskrit alphabet are arranged in 

two ways - (1) according to Maatruka Chakra and (2) according to Maalini. 

Maatruka is the systematic reading of the letters from a to ksa. In Maalini, 

the vowels and consonants are combined as follows -

^, ^ , % ^, f , ST. '^, «T, f, ^ 

(na, r, f, Ir, If, th, c, dh, i, n) 

^, ^, ^, ^, W, ^, ^, ^, t 3T 

(u, u, ba, ka, kha, ga, gha, h, I, a) 

^, ^, ^, ¥, ^, 3, SJ, ^, ^, T 

(v, bh, y, d, dh, th, ch, n, ja, ra) 

Z, T, ^, H, 3TT, F, 3T8, ^, ^, 3t 

(ta, pa, ch, 1, aa, s, ah, ha, s, am ) 

5T, TT, m, 3t, cT, tr, ^, aft, 3ft, ^, TJ 

(ksa, ma, sha, am, ta, e, ai, o, au, da, ph) 

The total number of letters is 50 and not 51 as S is not considered 

as a letter in Matruka-chakra and Maalini systems. According to Kashmir 

Shaivism, the universe is made up of thirtysix elements (tatwaas) which 

are represented by fifty letters. The manifestation of the universe begins 

with the element of Shiva and ends with the element of earth. 



Phonematic manifestation 

According to Shaiva scriptures, the Supreme or Parama Shiva is 3T^TR 

(anuttara) and sr^rT (akula), which means the unparalleled state of 

consciousness which is undifferentiated totality. It consists of the eternal 

awareness of T or srt (Aham). This T or 3T# (Aham) contains all the 50 

letters of Sanskrit alphabet. The first 16 are vowels and next 34 are 

consonants. These phonemes are not merely inert letters. They are 

manifesting the various elements (tatwaas) of existance. They are the 

creative powers of the universe. 

Manifestation of letters from 3T (a) to ^ (uu) -

The Supreme -I-consciousness assumes the state of 3T|JcT (Akula), 

that has for its body the letter 3T (a). When the world-manifesting power 

of 3Tf (Aham) or I-consciousness expands further, ^M<;viRrt (power of 

bliss) comes into play which assumes the form of the letter 3TT (aa). 

After the state of bliss (aananda), Supreme-I-consciousness expands 

into two more levels. The first state is f̂ H" (icchaa), the subtle state of 

will, which produces and is represented by the letter % (i). The second 

level, called ^̂ TR" (Eeshaana), is the gross state of will, which is represented 

by f (Ee). 

Now ?IM!?IRTI (power of knowledge) comes into play. In the subtle 

state (̂ 55«*T), it produces the letter ^ (u) which is an expression of 

knowledge (̂ 3"? )̂. In the gross state (the state of agitation, ^ ^ ) , the power 

of knowledge displays deficiency in knowledge (̂ JTrlT). It is represented 

by the letter ^ (Uu). 



Letters 3T (a) to 31 (Uu) in aî TR (phase *3T') 

All these six letters - 3T, STT, ̂ , ^, ^ & 3; - rest on the indivisible plane 

of consciousness which is ^T^TIT or ^ (a) phase. Hence these six energies 

represented by these six letters are not seperate in nature. Each letter is 

an epitome for all. Other five are inherent in each. 

Since ^ (a) is the basis for expansion of all, it pervades all of them. 

Hence there is no difference in their essential nature. 

Manifestation of letter ^ (r), ^ (f), ^ (Ir) and ^ (If) - the 3 T ^ 

(imperishable) letters 

Now kriya shakti (f̂ ^TITrf̂ , power of action) comes into play, r (T), 

the seed letter of 'fire', combines with i {%) of akshubdha state (subtle or 

unagitated state) of iccha shakti to form ^ (r). It (r) then combines with 

ee (i) of kshubdha state (gross or agitated state) to form ^ (r). Similarly 

1 (^), the seed letter of 'earth' combines of i (%) and ee (i), mentioned 

above, to form ^ (Ir) and ^ (If). 

These four letters ^ , ^ , ^, and ^ are not subject to any change. They 

do not give rise to any other letters. They rest only in themselves. Hence 

they are said to be r̂̂ rT (imperishable) letters. Since they are incapable 

of producing any other letter, they are designed as eunuch Ct̂ ) vowels. 

Manifestation of letter tr (e), ^ (ai), 3Tt (o) and ^ (au) 

(1) ^ (e) - when the letter a (3T) representing ST̂ T̂R (Anuttara) and aa 

(3TT) representing 3TFt? (aananda) combine with i (?) representing ?^r 

(icchaa), the letter e (tr) is formed. This letter e (T̂ ) is called R*l"l ^JHT 

(triangular vowel) because all the three shaktis f%̂  (cit), STFT? (aanand) 

and F^T (icchaa) operate in its formation. 



(2) ^ (ai) - When the letter e (^) combines with a (3T) or aa (an), ai (^) 

is formed. It is called T̂Ŝ rt̂  ^ ^ (hexagonal letter). 

(3) 3Tt (o) - When unmesha, the letter u (^) combine with anuttara, the 

letter a (3T) or aananda, letter aa (3TT), o (3ft) is formed. 

(4) 3ft (au) - 3ft (au) is formed by the combination of ^ (a) or r̂r (aa) 

and sft (o). Since all the three shaktis (ŝ iRri) unite in this letter, it is called 

jg;H^ or 9lV]̂ Ĥ H (Trishula Bija). 

Kryaashakti comes into play from 'R (r). Hence e (^ is the fifth stage 

of kriyashakti, ai (^) is the sixth, o (3ft) is the seventh and au (sft) is the 

eighth stage of kriyashakti. The vibration of kriyaashakti ends at au (3ft). 

Manifestation of 3t (am) and 3T§ (ah) 

Icchaa and jnana shaktis enter into anuttara. Kryaashakti also has 

reached its peak at au (3ft). Now all the three shaktis abandon their 

variations and get immersed in the state of non-difference. The knowledge 

of the undifferentiated universe is indicated by a dot, Bindu or Vindu. 

Thus the letter am (3t) is formed. 

Anuttara or Super-I-consciousness undergoes a change from a (3T) to 

au (3ft). Am (3t) indicates that the anuttara (3T) has not undergone any 

change. In spite of all objectivity, there is no deviation from its position 

of changeless subjectivity. 

The next stage, indicated by ah (3T2), is known as visarga (creation) 

stage with two perpendicular dots which symbolise the inner and outer 

manifestation. The upper dot stands for Shiva in whose I-consciou.sness 

the entire universe rests. The lower dot stands for shakti through whom 

the outer universe is manifested. 



Manifestation of consonants from ^ (ka) to T (ma) 

The internal perception and external perception begin from anuttara 

(cit shakti). Shiva has five energies -

a. Energy of consciousness, Cit Shakti 

b. Energy of bliss, Ananda Shakti 

c. Energy of will, Icchaa Shakti 

d. Energy of knowledge, Jnaana Shakti 

e. Energy of action, Kriya Shakti 

The five pairs of letters from a (3T) to ^ (Ir), namely (1) a (3T), aa 

(3TT), (2) i (f), ee ii) (3) u (^), Uu {^) (4) r (W), r (^) and (5) Ir (^), If (^) 

form five groups of five consonants with the help of the Shakti's of Shiva. 

The following table shows the Shaktis, their corresponding letters 

and tatwaas (elements) 

Sr. No. Letters & Shakti Consonant Tatv '̂aas (elements) 

a (3T) and aa (̂ TT) ^, W, ^, '^, ¥, earth, water, fire, 

Cit and aananda ka, kha, ga, gha, air, space 

Shaktis ri 

i {%) and ee (i) =̂ , ?5, ^, ?f, 3r, sound, taste, form, 

Iccha Shakti c, ch, ja, jha, n touch, smell 

r (^) and f (^) 

All the five 

energies 

Ir (^) and If (^) 

All the five 

energies 

cT, Z, 5", ^, W, speech, hands, legs, 

ta, tha, da, dha anus, sex-organ 

n 

cT, ̂ , ^, ^, ^, ears, eyes, skin, 

ta, tha, da, dha, tongue, nose 

n 
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5. u Q3) and Uu (^) T, ^, ^, *r, ^, mind, intellect, ego, 

All the energies pa, pha, ba, bha, primal matter, 

ma individual 

Manifestation of semivowels from ya (̂ ) to ha (f) 

(I) Ya, Ra, La and Va 

The six elements of Lord Shiva, kalaa C^^, aspect), vidyaa (I^^i, 

knowledge), raaga (TPT, passion), kaala (̂ TFT, time), niyati (f̂ r̂f̂ , restraint, 

fate) and maayaa (TFTT, illusion) pertain to the individual soul and not to 

the elements like earth, water etc. They are inside the thought and 

perception of the individual being. Hence they are designated as antastha 

(3TfR )̂, remaining inside. They are also known as dhaaranaa (^K^II, giving 

life) as they give life to the individual. 

The semivowels ya (̂ T), ra (T), la (?r) and va (^) represent the elements 

mentioned above. They are also known as (^nfl%) coverings as these maayic 

elements cover the consciousness of the knower - the individual soul. 

(II) Sha, S, Sa, Ha 

The difference or duality in the universe is a result of the coverings 

of maayaa. The I-consciousness, when the difference vanishes, brings 

fourth four letters known as Uushma (^j^), internal warmth or light. 

As per Shaiva scripture, these letter represent the following states -

Sha - Shudha-vidyaa, (Pure intellect) 

S - Sadaa-Shiva, perfect letter, Amruta (nector) Varna (letter) 

Sa - Ishwara, the ruler 

Ha - Shakti, Divine power, praana bija 

(seed letter of Shiva's life, Shakti) 
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Manifestation of Ksa - Kuta-bija 

When the letter ka (^) and sa (^) combine they form the letter ksa 

(5T). This letter represents every thing from a (3T) to sa (¥). The group of 

five letters of ka (^) are formed from a {̂T) which is anuttara. Sa (^) is 

the essence of visarga. Hence ksa (^) is known as kutabija ('̂ c l̂̂ n, highest 

seed letter), representing Cit Shakti. All these five letter, Sha, S, Sa, Ha 

and Ksa, which represent Shuddha Vidyaa (Mahaamaayaa), Sadaa Shiva, 

Ishwara, Shakti and Cit Shakti, together are known as Brahma-pancaka 

Source material -

1. Shiva Sutras - by Jaidev Singh - Motilal Banarasidas publishers, 

Delhi, 2003 

2. Shiva Sutras - revealed by Swami Laxmanjoo in English, edited by 

John Huges, 1999 (Address not known) 

3. Paraatrishikaa Vivarana - by Abhinava Gupta, English translation by 

Jaidev Singh, Motilal Banarasidas 

publishers, Delhi, 2003 



The Origin of Sanskrit letters 

(II) As per Laxmi Tantra 

Laxmi tantra describes the origin of letters in chapter nineteen. It is 

in the form of a dialogue between Shakra (Indra) and Padmaa (Laxmi). It 

virtually follows the Maatrukaa chakra system of Kashmir Shaivism. 

Padmaa says 'The eternal essence of myself as speech is akaara (ST̂ iTT). 

When the same (akaara) develops into aanand (3TR )̂ form, aa (3TT), it is 

regarded as the second sound (vowel). 

'The third vowel appears as icchaa i (f), fourth as eeshaana (i), fifth 

as unmesha u (^, while the sixth is uurjaa (uu 3?).' 

'The middle four vowels r ('Ji), r (^), Ir (^), If (^) are modifications 

of iccha etc. (i.e. i, I, u, uu).' 

'Combination of the first vowel (3T) with icchaa (i), produces ekaara 

(e, ^). Icchaa (i) with aanand (aa, ^) forms ai (^). First vowel (3T) with 

unmesha (u, ^) forms okaara (o, sft). With (urjaa) au (afl") is formed. Thus 

all these are derived from the first vowel (3T) only.' 

' The thirteen vowels aananda (3TT) etc. are elaborations of the first 

sound (vowel a, 3T). Their final and most subtle sound, in (3t), then emerges. 

'From me (Shakti) emerged the twenty five cosmic principles 

beginning with Pursha (^^) and ending with earth ('jMI') and their 

corresponding letters beginning with ka (^) and ending with ma CT).' 

'The four sounds (letters) ya (^), ra (X), la (cT) and va (^) are known 

as dhaaranaa (̂ TR'TT) (also known as anthastha, 3t?r^).' 
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'The letters from sha (^) to ksa (^) (sha, s, sa, ha, ksa) represent the 

five fold brahman (namely satya and four vyuuhaas [^^] Aniruddha, 

Pradyumna, Samkarshana and Vaasudeva).' 

( Laxmi Tantra, chapter XIX verses 1 to 46 ) 

In chapter XX, an attempt is made to explain these letters which are 

called Maatrukaas. As per Laxmi tantra, Matrukaa, Little Mother, is a term 

for the letters or sound units. However, as per Kashmir Shaivism, Maatrukaa 

is a letter which is not properly understood. 

Source material -

1. Laxmi Tanra - Edited by Pundit V. Krishnamacharya, Adyar 

library and Research centre, Adyar, Madras - 20, 

1975. 

2. Laxmi Tantra - A pancharatra text - Translation and notes by 

Sanjukta Gupta, publisher Leiden E. J. Brill, 1972 
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The Origin of Sanskrit letters 

(III) As per Varnodhaara tantra (̂ ""iffeK rt^) statements picked up 

from Shabda Kalpadruma (vi«;<t)<?Hg+i) 

Devanaagaree - Lipi - moolum (̂ ^̂ TFlft (elR̂ <?(*ij, written by Pt. Ganapati 

Shastri Hebbar, (Book no. 1) later known as P. P. Shri Krishnaashrama 

Swami, propounds the Divine origin theory. This book, with translation in 

Maraathi language, has been edited by Shri S. J. Modak, under the title 

Bhaaratiya Lipinche Maulika Roopa (Book no. 2). 

In the last page of Prastaavana (introduction) to his book, Pt. Ganapati 

Shastri mentions '̂ f̂ TWRT', tradition of yoga, to justify his theory that 

letters were created by the Divine. The six centres CTŜ W) in the human 

body contain the fifty Sanskrit letters from A to Ha. Since these centres 

are in the human body from the day of creation, the Sanskrit letters found 

in them, are also present from the beginning of creation. 

He propounds the theory of Bindu-sphotana (f^^FPtof). Bindu (point) 

denotes Shabala-brahma (i(i«î $(^). It is known as Samasti Bindu (^Trrf^f^). 

When the desire to create arises, they become Vyasti Bindu (°Tl%f^) as 

in 3Tg. Then the two Bindus, undergo Bindu-sphotana. The line in between 

indicates 3T and ¥ (a and ha). The process is indicated below. 

( ) ( 
( ) ( 

^^^Rira^ <=n\^9i% R^^^dH an^rrfr 
(?T^cT ^ ^ ) 

Samasti-Bindu Vyasti-Bindu Bindu-sphotana a-ha-letters 

(Shabala Brahma) (Book no. 1, page 1) 
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The construction of all the letters from a (̂ T) to ha (?) is described 

as per the verses of Varnoddhaara tantra (cnrT«slKrt^) as found in 

Shabdakalpa druma (^I^^J '̂TfT). The verses are given below -

(Book no. 2, page 8, 9 and 10) 

(3T) 

f^f^mfrprq^^ ^f '̂̂ ot)^ds H ^ I ar̂ fTnrr ^rf^r^^ STITR^ w^f^ ii 

(3TT) 

(W) 

cB^ f̂f̂ g ^ ( ^ d l TT^ ^ drti^-dl ^ I ^r^c|[un cT^^sHt *Hlx1I^M ^ t ^ II 

5M«ri ^ f ^ d i ^ ^ 5 T ^ +H^fl)ufi II ^i^iyiR^g ^ W i ^ sTFrFR2r ^r^^r^ ii 

ii) 

:3;«^§ ff^cfr 'T«2r R+>ii^>idi 3̂ § i sr̂ rt'M ^ F H # ^ ff^Trr ŝrws f m ii 

? M ^ ^ + > l ^ d l ^ r ^ d 1 « ^ W 5^§ I ^ ' ^^ '^ [P l^Ml m TTT^TTrf^g y+1fc^dl II 

(^) 

F̂̂cTT II 

(^) 

C\ O O v3 O "v 

ar^fts^^TTfMt T ^ T ^ ^ = l W n '^ ^ ^̂gcTT II 

( ^ 
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5 ^ § n r f T ^ m% $I^A!^lRwJN§ II ^M|!^lRrl§ TTT ^ eTFTRFr ^ ? ^ II 

(^) 

^PMdl ejmcfl ^ ^ch|u|ISS2RTT c^srs I JTT f̂TTcTT ^ cTT̂  ^|[t^r^FT^8 II 

(^) 

^^nT^qrr?^ ^ R ) [ ^ ^ ^ r l ^ t ^ g I ^ '^ '^ 'HMclWI^ ^MIVlRrlg ^^TTR^^ II 

t^srwrf^rnft ^ ^ ^^T^ ^<^rr i II 

(3ft) 

^^^rarf^wR^mg fmj ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ W t ii i^iRviH qr^iT t ^ sqpw^r ^ ^ ii 

(3fr) 

3f)+K<i^rfn^ ^ Terr ^Mwrss^Tcrr i f ^ f ^ c^ i ^ r w r ^wr m ^ 5t^i)!iiR«JMg ii 

yiRrl4eT^Trfr ^ STFTfTFT ^ ^ ^ II 

(3t) 

^ f̂ v^TTJft " ^ f l^rar yiRti^Rlufl II 

(3Tg) 

Rt^^^ lRd l ^ t^ rar VlRrlORdl II 
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f i l ^ ^l^;^!^H°bl<l ^IT»T^ ^<l(^l=lg 1 +^^^n^+ l*K ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^^l W 

(^) 

f ^H^m T H T ^ ^ ^ ^ M^mfrlg I 3 T s f t ^ RwJi^MI ^ ^ J I ^ W ^ I ^ U H II 

^wi^m^idi ^ <^f^^m '^ HT ^̂ cTT II Tm\ ^^{$\^ m^m ^m^r^ Mo^^ îds ii 

(T) 

3T«T§f f^^T^ ^ 'TFti?ft HT ycf)R?dl I cleft ^^RcTT T̂T ^ ^JTOT rf^ ^tf^TrTr 

II 3T€fhcTT clcfr ^ ^ dWl4)V|g ?RT ^ I 

(^) 

^RI*5NMI 4\H\<^\ R ) f ^ < i l ^ f ^ d i cTcTS I Ju^^^MJHIWFT cTcftStTt'T^ ^̂ TcTS II 3T?T 

^ WT ^ ^Tf^^rkFRRrPftS I ?I^W^RuH ^ Tn^TWrf^g ycflfHdl II 

3T«̂ ?Tg ^JTRft ^ R. (^<i i^[^di cT?Tg I arsjkcrr ^^^^ ^ T T ^ yiRri^^Rl"Fl 

II ^m^ 9ig)viR«JNg ^rf^ ^̂ cTTg II 

=lld[|)c|^dl+K 3;?^£rg ^ i ^ TcTg I /^7gT5[% •«^'^lf^^^[Rrl%Rl f%̂?T?Tg I 

5rf^TTrf^ f f^tzfT feMM^fM ^ r ^ ^ II 

^3;^§ ff^cTT " t ^ cTT̂  ^ f l M f ^ 1 ̂ p ^ 7̂fr?rr f ^ fen ^TT^ i^'filH'di ii 

(3T) 

*l<^J|dl T̂TSTT ? T f ^ r % R ^ ¥ f ^ I ^S^̂ '̂TT^ cT^^^Fft ^n^ ^TTTFHt ^ ^ II 
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(3r) 

fc1%f^ cTT̂  RcMI^ ^^'^cl^uilS HT ^"^^^-M^MI 5 q j ^rrar Trsqrfg f̂ TcTT II 

*l<^J|dl = ^ ^ rTcT ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ II 3rr f̂ c'TT qT^rr 9Tf^TF^^;^%-5TWt II 

II 9l^^MI cT̂TT TlWr ^^IVlRdg y«^R?d! II 

f^Jlcft^^TcTT ^ ^ Tp2TrRcTcT ^SH^g I m^TKSft̂ TrrT 1 ^ 5?T^^ TcTT f ^ II 

3 n ^ R ^ w d l TH^ f^i^^fic^^M HT I ?^iam^idi f̂ c r̂r ^^RtucHi^i^f^^un ii 

5P^§Tt II 
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(«T) 

(T) 

^ f ^ d l ^F^^^T^§ +>ll?fB<"ld1iM<l 1 ff^cTT m^ 1%t^ m^ ^\H\M\ cPTT 

II ?P^#§Tr W\^^ fhHi^M]^ f^{^ II 

g ^ cim^idi ^ ciritssrg^Ti^ ^ I cmr^s^TrTT ^ 1 ^ ^^TTfR^ f j ^ II mu 

Ri+>i^l^"[) ^ R«j^5ii5i?y^Ru[] I TTT̂ TTTf̂ g qrr t z n muJ^^ w^^ ii 

^s^^srg w^^ ^ Tr% ^ w ̂  f ^ I ^HHi^^idi ff^ 3Tcr ^ t̂̂ Trrr ^ g ii 

^^JT m^^ RwJj!̂ ^ ;t)^s^l^l^ f ^ ^ II 

Rifo^cJÎ ioSMdl ^ : ^ <imi5[^"ld1 TcTT I cTcft ^ ^ clH^ldl cTT̂  ^F'TI^g ĤTTcT 

f i J ^ f ^ ^ WM^m W^^ II 
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?Tf^ ' i f ^ ^ l ^ t^^5f% f̂ rJRTS I 3T!iNT^ 9i^^m ^^|i^lRr18 M+'lf^dl II 

?Tf^T9^ ^Tf^r%^ SZTRTTPT 5 1 ^ ^ II 

(^) 
+>N^d l ^ 9l?JMR«JiRNl(^+l I R̂RT ?Tf^8 T ^ f^r^T STFFRJT W^(^ II 

(9T) 

f ^ r T T ^FTcft §̂RcTT f ' f t f f^^c^g I J^H^^^MI ^ f ^%^^^f^^T^TTr8 II TTT̂IT 

^T^Fft f ^ ^ fcMH^W 5 r q ^ II 

^^jH^m-in ^ =imî f̂ T̂ iTcT8 ^ J w I ci^'^iRyjNwi^ fc^%Rl v̂iTfrs ^ T ^ II 

? ^ II 

ff^cTT ^mcfrft ^̂ T̂ TrfT '^ 'ftffr^R^^Tg I ^ ^ W ^ M I m% =lf^'l'S{R«ll+<l8 II W^ 
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" 

[-] 3 <x H*; +, A^ y <t. « jg, C *̂  S 
t ' 

n q -̂! 8 - •>! I •>! I •>! 's\- 'i 

[}! ct, ?-', ?4 'o! fl U I I ' ) 

O t ) C) r-1 lo ci) 0 t <n> (Th ^ 
J 

\\ î  §-J o-i y ^ <j 3 y y 

H d5 S •'" ̂  "̂  H c\ l\ 2-1 bS 
4 u a 1-! (̂  a; H H; H> y ̂ -̂̂  

After Bindu-sphotana, when the lines are drawn as per Vamoddhaara tantra -
the letters from a (31) to ha (?) are obtained. The above shows the same. (Book no.2, 
page"^" 
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The Western Theory 

(I) The Origin of Sanskrit letters 

In India, the letters of Sanskxit alphabet are looked upon as a gift 

from the Creator. They are highly respected as they are divinely inspired 

letters. Oriental systems believe that writting is divine and holy, that it is 

the speech of the gods, and that the letters possess an inherent power 

through which human beings can reach the highest mystery. 

Some questions about this topic can never be solved as the clues are 

lost in antiquity. Is there only one origin or many? Did writting began in 

one region and spread to other areas? Is it possible that the writting systems 

developed independantly? The western scholars maintain that writting first 

appeared perhaps among Assyrians. They also put forth the theory that 

Aryans came from Turkestan via Afganistan and settled down in India. 

However, the Hindus do not accept these views. They also do not accept 

that the date of Rg. Veda is 1400 to 1000 B.C. 
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(II) The History of writing 

Language existed long before writting. The lower primates used hoots 

and gestures for communication. The transfer of information, ideas and 

concepts from one person to another was done through oral communication 

at a later stage of evolution. 

The advent of writting system seems to coinside with the transition 

of human beings from hunter-gatherer societies to a more permanent 

agrarian encampments when it became necessary to count ones property 

or to transfer the property to another individual or society. We see 'counting 

tokens' about 9000 years BP in the later stone age. Thus the written 

language is a product of an agrarian society. 

Eventually pictures represented an idea or concept and finally 

represented sounds. 

Hand 

Eventually these pictorial representations, pictographs, became the 

script known as Cuneiform. Gradually the following alphabets developed. 
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The evolution of alphabets 

Cuneiform 

I 

Babylonian, Assyrian 

Hittite, Ugaritic 

i 
Ugarit alphabet 

i 
Phonecian alphabet 

^ 

Armaic 

i 

Braahmi 

Syllabary 

i 
Sanskrit 

1/ \ 

Hindi 

Punjabi 

Bengali 

Gujarati 

Tibetan 

Pali 

i 
Oriya 

Telagu 

Kannada 

Tamil 

Malayalum 

Sinhalese 
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Sanskrit : Introduction 

Sanskrit is a classical language of India. It is also a ceremonial 

language of Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism. Sanskrit is one of the 22 

languages of India. It is taught as a second language in schools and 

households through out India. 

Sanskrit is mostly used as a ceremonial language in Hindu rituals. 

The hymns and mantras are in the Vedic Sanskrit which is one of the 

earliest attested members of Indo-European language family. 

The word Samskritaa, means 'refined, polished, made perfect.' This 

refined language was used for religious and scientific discourses as 

contrasted with the languages spoken by the common people. Knowledge 

of Sanskrit was a symbol of social class and educational achievement. 

This classical form of Sanskrit evolved out of the earlier 'Vedic' form. 

Vedic is the language of the Vedas. Rigveda, the earliest of the Vedas, 

as per scholars, was composed in the 3rd or 4th millenium BCE. Rigveda 

mentions Saraswati as the mightiest of all the rivers with its course ranging 

from the mountains to the sea (R.V.7.95.2). The date of drying up of 

Saraswati river is currently accepted as 1900 B.C. Hence Vedaas are 

definitely prior to this date. 

It is accepted that Indian scripts such as Devanaagari, Telugu, Tamil, 

Bengali are less than 2000 years old. Brahmi script, which is at least 2500 

years old, is the mother of these scripts. The early writtings of Brahmi, 

discovered in Sri Lanka, have been dated tentatively to about 500 B.C. 

Mauryan king Ashok's record of 250 B.C. are in Brahmi script. The Indus 

script, also known as Harappan or Saraswati, used widely during 2600 to 

1900 B.C. has been traced back to 3300 B.C. This means that the Indus 

script is likely to have been used to write Sanskrit and other spoken 

languages in the 3rd millenium. 
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Sanskrit, an Indo-European language 

Sanskrit is a member of the Indo-European languages to whiph most 

of the European languages including English, Latin and Greek belong. All 

these have evolved from a single language or a group of colsely related 

dialects known as Indo-European. These were spoken in the third 

millennium BC. The speakers of the original Indo-European language seem 

to have been tribes living in the area north of the BJack sea. 

Actually, Sanskrit belongs to the Indo-Iranian branch of Indo-

European. The earliest speakers of Indo-Iranian are known as Aryans. 

These Aryan tribes first migrated into Central Asia. Then they penetrated 

into Iran and India. Later the Aryans at Iran and India went their own 

ways. In India, Aryans met a highly civilised society. This civilisation is 

known as Indus Valley Civilisation known through the exacavations at 

Harappa and Mohenjo Daro. The date of this civilisation is approximately 

the middle of the third millennium. The speech introduced by Aryans into 

India developed and diversified into the major modern languages of 

Northern India like Hindi, Bengali, Punjabi, Gujarati, Marathi and others. 

All the Indian scripts are evolved over centuries from a single source 

which is Brahmi script. It is written from left to right. It was first discovered 

from the inscriptions of emperor Ashoka, third century BC. Its origin is 

unknown though many look upon it as an adaptation of Semitic alphabet. 

Language and script 

According to Darvin, the originator of the theory of evolution, 

language is the best and most important discovery. The earliest human 

being could convey his feelings, prayers etc., through the language. 
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Language has given the highest position to the human beings. The 

Sanskrit worcj "Bhaasha' (̂ TPTr) seems to have its origin in 'Bhaasa' (̂ TW) 

which means 'Light', 'Luster', 'Shine' etc. Language was an instrument 

for the human beings to express their thoughts and emotions. The language 

was of great help in making man a civilised social being. 

The origin of language was accepted to be the Divine, by the Hindu 

and other spiritual texts. Bhattaakalanka, a Jain poet of the seventeenth 

century states that all the languages originated from the Divine. In one of 

the hymns to Shri Vardhamaana Swami, he states -

f̂frfT ^ F p r i f ^ II 

Translation I bow down to Shri Vardhamaana, from whose lotus-like 

mouth emerged speech comprising of all the languages that express the 

knowledge found in the universe. 

However, the theory of Divine origin is not acceptable in the present 

age. 

Lipi (ferf^ Script 

Nothing can be definitely said regarding the origin of Lipi script. 

'Which is the nation that gave humanity the gift of writing?' - is a question 

for which there is no definite answer. 

It is known that in the early stage of civilisation, man used to draw 

pictures of animals etc. He tried to express his feelings through the pictures. 

The pictures can be looked upon as the first stage of script. There is no 

pronounciation or sound associated with them, A small circle represents 
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the sun. Such pictures are found in Egypt, Crete etc. The next step is the 

picture that represents the feelings or emotions. For example, the circle 

represents the sun, the heat etc. Legs represent the action of walking and 

running. Finally, the letters or script, representing one sound were 

developed . Thus the 'Lipi' or letter is a visual representation of a 

particular sound. Thus, the written letter seems to have developed through 

pictography and ideography. 

Three scripts are found in India - (1) Indus script (2) Braahmi script 

and (3) Kharosti script. The writtings by emperor Ashoka on the stone 

pillars are in Braaahmi script. Indians are using various scripts derived 

from Braahmi. But they have forgotten Braahmi script. In the 14th century 

A.D. Firoz Sha Tughalak, Delhi emperor collected the Hindu and Muslim 

pundits and asked them to read Ashoka's writtings. They could not. The 

moghal emperor Akbar of 16th century also failed to decifer the Braahmi 

script. 

There are various views about the origin of Braahmi script. (1) It 

originated outside India and was brought here and developed by Aryans. 

(2) It is a gift of a Semitic tribe. (3) It evolved in India and is a gift of 

Indians. There is no conclusive evidence in favour of any of these views. 

Richard Salomon, University of Washington, in his 'A review article: 

On the origin of the early Indian scripts' (http:/www.ucl.ac.uk/~ucgadkw/ 

position/salomon.html) concludes as under -

One final and important problem remains. 

According to the position espoused in these 

books - which, given the authority of their 

authors and the quality of their scholarship, is 

likely to be hereby established as the currently 
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prevailing point of view, at least in the west -

the heartland of India was preliterate until the 

3rd century BC. But can we imagine such a 

state of affairs, given what we know 

(admittedly not too much) of the state of 

society and culture in India, especially in the 

northeast, before this time? If we can put any 

trust at all in the traditional lore of the Puranas 

and the testimony of the Pali canon, Magadha 

was the site of great and prosperous empires, 

notably that of the Nandas, decades if not 

centuries before the foundation of the Mauryan 

dynasty in around 320 BC. Can we believe 

that these dynasties with their legendary 

riches, and the remarkable intellectual and 

cultural life of India in the time of Buddha 

and Mahavira, existed in a totally illiterate 

sphere? It is certainly true that intellectual 

activity in India has always strongly favoured 

oral over written means of expression, and 

both von Hinuber and Falk have effectively 

put to rest the already discredited skepticism 

about the possiblity of oral composition and 

preservation of the Veda, Panini's grammar, etc. 

(see e.g. Falk pp. 321--7). But the fact that 

Panini did not use writing in composing the 

Astadhyayi does not necessarily mean that he 

was illiterate (cf. Falk p. 259); it may only 

mean that writing was not considered an 
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appropriate vehicle for intellectual endeavors 

of his kind. Even given the very different 

cultural role of writing in India as compared 

to many other ancient civilizations, it is hard 

to conceive that practical affairs such as the 

keeping of records and accounts in a 

fabulously wealthy empire like that of the 

Nandas could have been kept in order without 

any form of writing at all, or at least without 

some alternative system of memory-aids like 

the Inca quipu. Thus one is tempted to think 

along the lines of William Bright (cited by Falk, 

p.290) of some type of writing that was 

"perhaps used for commercial purposes, but 

not for religious or legal texts." 

Admittedly, we have not a shred of concrete 

evidence for this, and it is perhaps better to 

stick with what we have and assume that 

business affairs, like cultural ones, were 

conducted in pre-Mauryan Magadha simply on 

the basis of the highly-developed memory 

skills so well attested on ancient and modern 

India, perhaps with the assistance of a system 

of numerical notation such as that 

hypothesized above. This, it would be hard to 

deny in light of the evidence that Falk, von 

Hinuber, et al. have laid out before us, is the 

most likely scenario on the grounds of the 

unfortunately meager evidence that is left to 
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us. Still, we should not fall into the trap of 

thinking that the last word has been spoken. 

Admittedly, it hardly seems likely, after all the 

years of waiting, searching and the dashing of 

false hopes, that some major archaeological 

discovery will reveal a whole new picture of 

the origins of writing in the Indian heartland, 

or reveal a sustainable (rather than purely 

hypothetical) connection with the Indus script. 

Nevertheless, it would be unwise to rule out 

surprises in the future, and we should leave 

the door open, as does Falk (p.340), to 

discoveries that could revive theories of an 

early development of Brahmi. But we must also 

agree, if reluctantly, with his final sentence: 

"Zur Zeit erscheint dieser Fall jedoch kaum 

zu erwarten" (p.340). ("In this case, it appears 

that no conclusion can be drawn at this time"). 

Notes to main article : 

Note 1 This is a review article of : 

Der Beginn der Schrift und fruhe 

Schriftlichkeit in Indien. By Oscar von 

Hinuber. Akademie der Wissenschaften und der 

Literatur, Abhandlungen der Geistes - und 

Sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse, Jahrgang 

1989, Nr. 11. Mainz: Akademie Der 

Wissenschaften Und Der Literatur}/ Stuttgart: 

Franz Steiner Verlag Wiesbaden}, 1990, 75 pp; 
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and Schrift im alten Indien : Ein 

Forschungsberich mit Anmerkungen. By Harry 

Falk. Script Orralia 56. Tubingen: Gunter Narr 

Verlag, 1933,355 pp.DM 136. 

Note 2 See note 1. 

Note 3 Annuaire du College de France 1988-

1989. Resume des Cours et Travaus, pp.507-

514. 

Note 4 Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde 

Sudasiens, 36 (Supplementband) (1993), 

pp. 239-49. 

Note 5 Sitzungsberichte der kaiserlichen 

Akademie der Wissenschaften, Wien, 

Philologisch-historische Classe 132, no.5, 

1895. 2nd revised ed, Strassburg: Karl J. 

Trubner, 1898. Reprint ed. : The Chowkhamba 

Sanskrit Studies, Vol. 33; Varanasi: The 

Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, 1963. 

Note 6 The Alphabet. A Key to the History of 

Mankind (2nd ed.; New York: Philosophical 

Library, 1953), p. 336 

Note 7 Die Schrift in Vergangenheir und 

Gegenwart (Gluckstadt and Hamburg: J. J. 

Augustin, 1935) 

Note 8 Here (n.24) cites Fussman, "Let 

premieres.systemes ...," p.513. His subsequent 

to the theory of the invention of 

Br\={a}hm\={\i} under A'soka is made without 

reference to the works of von Hinuber and 
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Falk, which were evidently not yet in print 

when Norman wrote his article, though he was 

probably aware of their ideas on the subject. 

Note 9 In The Origin ofBrahmi script, ed. S.P. 

Gupta and K. S. Ramachandran, (History and 

Historians of India Series, vol.2; Delhi: D.K. 

Publications), pp. 1-52. (Reviewed in JAOS 102 

(1982), pp. 553-5). 

Note 10 Fussman's ideas on these subjects will 

presumably be developed a greater length in 

his article on "Ecritures indiennes," in D. 

Arnaud's Histoire de I'ecriture, cited in Falk's 

bibliography (p.31) as "im Druck" and still 

not available at the time of writing. 

Note 11 The model for the structure of the 

book is, as the author notes (p. 11), George 

Cardona's Panini, a Survey of Research (The 

Hague: Mouton and Co., 1976). 

Note 12 The composite theory of the 

development, or invention, of Brahmi is not, 

as Falk notes (p. 338), entirely unprecedented. 

The French Semiticist J. Halevy in particular 

tried to establish a compostire derivation from 

Aramaic, Greek and Kharosthi. Falk feels it 

was largely he published in French that 

Halevy's contributions have hot received the 

credit they deserved (p. 127); but it seems to 

me that it was the serious flaws in 

argumentation, reflecting profound mis-
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understandings of the Indian cultural 

background, as well as his intemperate tone 

of argumentation (cf.p.l32), rather than the 

language of his publications, that cost Halevy 

much of his credibility. 

Note 13 In "Ueber den semitischen ursprung 

des indischen Alphabets, "ZDMG 10 (1856), 

pp.389-406. 

Note 14 It is not exactly correct, as Falk states, 

that in my review in JAOS 102 (1982), p. 554 

I opposed Goyal's position on the origin of 

Brahmi in A'soka's time ("Gegen ihn stellten 

sich z.B. R. Salomon" (p. 150). What I actually 

said was "the invention theory proposed by 

Goyal ... is not without its merits, especially 

in that it holds to the evidence (or rather, lack 

of evidence) as we have it ... But it falls far 

short of full cogency for lack of both 

corroborative evidence and historical 

parallels." In any case, this lack of 

corroboration and parallel has, to an large 

extent, been filled in by Falk. 

Note 15 Similar arguments are also presented 

in K.R. Norman's review of von Hinuber's Der 

Beginn der Schrift ... in Journal of the Royal 

Asiatic Society ser.3, vol.3 (1993), pp.277-281 

(esp.p.279). 

In conclusion, it can only be said that there is no conclusive evidence 

for the theory of the Divine Origin of the letters or for the modern theory. 
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The mystics, well versed in Kundalini Yoga, claim that the Sanskrit letters 

are found in the seven centres, the centres of consciousness, in the human 

body. That, they say, is the evidence for the Divine origin of the letters. 

All we can do at present is to wait for any new evidence to emerge before 

we can decide one way or the other. 
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Letters and their names 

The following works give different names of the deities associated 

with various letters -

1. Shri Tantraabhidhaanum 

2. Mantraabhidhaanum 

3. Maatrukaa Nighantu 

4. Laksmi Tantra 

5. Worship ritual of Vaishnavas 

Quite a few names are given against each letter in the first four 

works. In the nyaasa {^^^W) ritual (placement of various letters in different 

parts of the body) of the Vaishnavas, only one name of a deity is assigned 

to each letter. The same is reproduced here. 

Sr.No 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Letter 

3T (A) 

3TT (Aa) 

^ (i) 

i (ee) 

^ (u) 
^ (Uu) 

^ (?) 

^ (f) 
^ (Ir) 

1 (ID. 
^ (E) 

^ (ai) 

Name of 

the deity 

Aja 

Ananda 

Indra 

Isha 

Ugra 

Urja 

Rutumbhara 

Ruugha 

Lrusha 

Lruusha 

Ekaatma 

Aira 

Meaning 

Unborn 

Bliss 

Wealthy 

Controller 

Fierce 

Extremely powerful 

Sustainer 

Destroyer of evil forces 

Blesses good forces 

Destroyer of demons 

Main Deity 

Grants Happiness 
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Sr.No 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

11. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

11. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

Letter 

sft (o) 

3ft (au) 

3t (am) 

3T§ (aha) 

^ (ka) 

^ (kha) 

^ (ga) 

^ (gha) 

3̂  (na) 

^ (c) 

® (ch) 

^ Ga) 

3T (jha) 

3r (n) 

z (ta) 

3 (tha) 

¥ (da) 

^ (dha) 

^ (n) 

^ (ta) 

«T (tha) 

^ (da) 

^ (dha) 

^ (na) 

^ (pa) 

^ (pha) 

Name of 

the deity 

Ojobhrat 

Aurasa 

Anta 

Ardha-garbha 

Kapila 

Khapati 

Garudaasana 

Gharma 

nasaara 

Caarvanga 

Chaandogamya 

Janaardana 

Jhatitaari 

Name 

Tankee 

Thalaka 

Daraka 

Dharee 

Naatma 

Taara 

Thata 

Dandee 

Dhanvee 

Namya 

Para 

Phalee 

Meaning 

Extremely powerful 

Father of Lord Brahmaa 

End of all 

Holds the universe in himself 

Blissful 

Lord of sky 

Rides on Garuda 

Destroyer of enemies 

Present in matter 

Handsome 

Can be known through Vedaas 

Unborn 

Defeats the enemies 

Grants liberation 

holds a chisel 

grants bliss 

gives light 

grants liberation 

Blissful 

Ferries across 

Lifts mount Govardhana 

holds a stick 

holds a bow 

respected by all 

Highest of all 

grants fruits 
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Sr.No 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

Letter 

^ (ba) 

^ (bha) 

T (ma) 

^ (ya) 

T (ra) 

^ (la) 

^ (va) 

9r (s) 

^ (s) 
¥ (sa) 

W (ha) 

o5 (La) 

«T (ks) 

Name of 

the deity 

Balee 

Bhaga 

Mana 

Yajna 

Raama 

Laxmipati 

Vara 

Shaanta Samvit 

Shanmukha 

Saaraatmaa 

Hamsa 

Lalanka 

Laxminarasimha 

Meaning 

All-powerful 

All-knowing 

Wisdom 

Respected by all 

Grants bliss to devotees 

Lord of Laxmi 

Supreme 

Blissful 

Of six faces 

Divine 

Swan 

Grants happiness 

Man-lion, Lord of Laxmi 
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